
Collection 4:Risk and Exploration 

Analyzing an Argument  

(Claim, Reason, Evidence, & Counterargument) 

 

 

Directions 

1. Read the left-hand column of p.R23 in your hardcover textbook. 

2. Read the following editorial and identify the following by highlighting as directed. 

○ Claim 

○ Reason 

○ Evidence (Find and highlight at least 3 examples) 

○ Counterargument  

 

 

 

Important Hours by Gina Maraini 

 

“The Golden Years.” That is what some  

people call old age. They think it is a time of  

peace and relaxation. But many old people  

spend time alone. Some cannot get out of their  

homes because of illness. “What can I do?” you  

ask. You can do more than you think to make  

an important contribution to an older person’s  

life. Even spending an hour a week can mean  

a lot to an older neighbor who lives alone. 

 

Some kids might say that they can only  

do good for an older person if they have  

lots of time and lots of patience. It’s easy  

to talk yourself out of volunteering your  

time by saying, “I only have an hour a  

week. What good would that do?” Never  

underestimate just how much good you  

can do even in a little bit of time. 

 

Sometimes things happen that seem  

unimportant to a kid but can really be a  

problem to an old person. If a small object like  



a pen or pencil slides under furniture, an older  

person often is not able to stoop down and  

pick it up. But they feel embarrassed to ask  

for help. So, the pen stays there. Sometimes  

it gets forgotten about and becomes lost. You  

can help that older person find these things.  

and by helping, you are reminding that person  

that he or she is not forgotten about either. 

 

Sometimes it is hard for an older person  

to reach up high. Putting things away, like  

groceries, becomes a problem. Often the  

older person gets tired and gives up. You  

can help to put groceries and other heavy  

objects away. And by doing that, you are  

helping that older person feel like he or she  

can still keep up with life’s challenges. 

 

One of the most important things you  

can do for a senior citizen who lives alone  

is to give that person someone to talk to.  

Old people, who have lived long lives and  

had many experiences, have stories to  

tell that you can learn a lot from. And it  

is important for you to say so, too. That  

way, you can show the older person that  

he or she is contributing to your life. 

 

You can make a real contribution to an  

older person’s life. Even if you only have an  

hour to spend, you can help an older person  

feel cared about and important. Find ways  

to reach out, whether through volunteer  

organizations or just by being aware of who  

is alone in your neighborhood. And always  

remember: as much as you give, you get  

back so much more, simply by knowing  

the difference that you have made. 

 



 


